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ソサエティーホットスポット（仏領ポリネシア）付近での海底地球物理観測
Ocean bottom geophysical observation on the seafloor near the Society hot spot, French
Polynesia
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The South Pacific region is characterized by a broadly elevated seafloor known as the South Pacific superswell, which suggests
the presence of a large-scale mantle plume beneath the South Pacific, called the South Pacific superplume. The geometry, origin
depth, temperature, and composition of the superplume remain controversial, however, mainly due to the lack of seismological
data that documents the mantle structure beneath the South Pacific. To obtain a better seismic image of the superplume, we
deployed temporary broadband seismographs on oceanic islands and the seafloor in the South Pacific since 2002. In the first ex-
periment from 2002-2005, we deployed 10 broadband ocean-bottom seismographs (BBOBS) over the French Polynesian region.
The seismic image obtained from the data indicates that large-scale low-velocity anomalies (on the order of 1000 km in diame-
ter), indicative of the superplume, are located from the bottom of the mantle to a depth of 1000 km, and small-scale low-velocity
anomalies (on the order of 100 km in diameter) are present above it. The small-scale anomalies may be narrow plumes generated
from the top of the dome. Narrow plumes beneath the Society hot spot are best resolved by the data, although the spatial resolu-
tion is still not sufficient to understand how the narrow plumes reach from the top of the superplume to the hot spot. In the second
experiment from Feb. 2009 to Dec. 2010, we deployed 9 BBOBS and 9 ocean-bottom electro-magnetometers (OBEM) neat the
Society hot spot to obtain a clear image of the ascending narrow plumes beneath the hot spot. Simultaneous observation with
seismic and electro-magnetic sensors should enable not only to determine geometry of the plumes, but also to investigate thermal
and compositional heterogeneities associated with the plumes. The observation was planned and conducted by a Japan-France
research collaboration. The installation and recovery of the BBOBS and OBEM were carried out with the JAMSTEC research
vessel MIRAI and the Tahitian tuna-fishing boat FETU MANA, respectively. The observation was successfully completed and
the 1.5 year-long data were recovered. In the session, we will present an overview of the observation and data and very initial
results of the 2009-2010 data.
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